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Five SMEs from Southern-France PACA region (ActiveEon, Novadem, Opera Ergonomie,
IRTS and Sofresud) have created in January the EDEN (European Defense Economic
Network) PACA cluster, under the patronage of the Direction Generale de l’Armement
(National Weaponry Direction) with the support of the chambers of commerce and industry.
The PACA cluster will be the 4h regional cluster of the European Defense Economic Network
(EDEN), meant to increase cooperation among innovating SMEs in the defense industry.
About ActiveEon
Founded in 2007, and based in the Techno Park Sophia Antipolis, France, the company
ActiveEon originated from the OASIS research project conducted in partnership with the
INRIA Institute, the CNRS and the University of Nice Sophia Antipolis. ActiveEon codevelops the open source middleware ProActive Parallel Suite® in collaboration with OASIS,
and consequently benefits of more than 10 years of R&D experience. ProActive Parallel
Suite’s impressive capabilities are due to ActiveEon’s continuing investment in product
development and research via INRIA guided by interactions with our commercial and
academic users. Using the experience gained in bringing ProActive to market, ActiveEon
developed and implemented new methods for solving difficult parallelism problems and then
delivered these to our customers. Numerous synergies between ActiveEon’s R&D team and
the IT industry, along with the recognition of ActiveEon’s expertise by the largest IT vendors
such as HP, Microsoft, Oracle, initiated a series of business partnerships with a significant
number of corporations from multiple industries
> More Information: http://www.activeeon.com

About EDEN
Eden, the first Defense, Safety and Security Cluster, founded on November 27th 2008, is
dedicated to the international development of companies in the defense sector.
The objective for the SMEs is to achieve economies of scale and benefit from greater leverage
in order to be more competitive, in particular by concentrating on four markets in which their
potential synergies of expertise is fundamental.
> More information: http://www.activeeon.com

